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The keen eyed will have noticed that our
quar terly newsletter has shifted this time
to more a mid year catch up...my fault I
was tr ying to finish many project cars but
at least now we have plenty to talk about.
What a year it has been already. As I
write this intro with round 3 still fresh in
my memory I have nothing but enthusiasm
and excitement for the future of CDMC
and Autocross in the North East!
This is hopefully the turning point now
when we can star t to put the challenges
of the last 18 months behind us and focus
on more quality racing.
PAUL ERRINGTON, GENERAL CDMC HELPER
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MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN

C DMC
SOC IA L
MEE TINGS
The season may have come
to an end but the trash talk
can still continue at the CDMC
regular social meets.
Club nights are now held at:
The Snowy Owl
Blagdon Lane
Cramlington
NE23 8AU
These will be held on the
1st and 3rd Wednesday of the
month 8pm start.
A L L W E L C O ME!

In the last newsletter I spoke
of our focus and goals, we
set out to build on what
we had started in growing
grassroots motorsport through
a well-produced event series.
Reflecting on the year now I
think we can be very happy
in what we have achieved.
Even though we battled
challenging extenuating
conditions as the pandemic was
still very much a real obstacle
every round saw growth, and
importantly new faces to our
great sport of autocross.
Every round we upped our
game with challenging courses
professionally run by a fantastic
group of hard working and
dedicated volunteers.

I am not sure I could be any
happier with our year.
So next year? Well of course more of
the same! We have now established
a growing event series and it is our
now responsibility to continue that
grow and with it our club.
2022 will see bigger and better
both on and off the racecourse.
Start preparing now as competition
for all is set to be fun and fierce next
year and make sure you are part of
the continued success of CDMC by
renewing your membership.
See you all on the start line next year!
WAYNE C OAKLEY,
CDMC C HAIRMAN
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THE OLD
GUARD
JON OLDS AND MATT Y FI THON

IN A SEA OF RECENTLY BUILT CARS THE ONE THAT SEEMS TO BE
UNSTOPPABLE IS PERHAPS THE OLDEST BUILD ON THE TRACK…. THE
MK1 GOLF PILOTED BY MATT Y FITHON. A BUILD NOW SOME 25 YEARS
OLD IT IS DEFINITELY GE TTING FINER WITH AGE. THE CAR ORIGINALLY
BUILT BY JON OLDS HAS BEEN CAMPAIGNED OVER THE YEARS BUT IS
DEFINITELY NOT SHOWING ITS AGE. WITH A WINTER OF IMPROVEMENTS
AHEAD WE SPOKE WITH JON TO GE T THE BACKGROUND.
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THE
PAST.
WE LE T JON OLDS
INTRODUC E US TO
HOW THIS SPEED DEMON
CAME TO FRUI TION.
“I originally built the car around
1995 (I think, LOL) to replace
the previous mk1 which I rolled
badly at Croft rallycrossing.
(more bravery than talent..)
It was built to be multi purpose
(Rallycross, Hill-climb, Sprints
and Autocross) although its
mostly been autocrossed.
I have support from SBC
(Specialized Blasting and Coating
of Seaham) since the late 90’s
and the car continues to wear
their colours today.
Surprisingly, it seems to work
well at all these disciplines and
has won quite a few trophies
sprinting around Croft, lowered,
stiffened and running big wings
and soft Avon slicks. In the
early 90’s Rallycross Formula C
(up to 1600cc) was very popular,
and the current engine is a
re-incarnation of one I used then.
The spec is basically ‘full race’
using as many VW parts as
possible, but quite a high spec on
the induction side. The bodyshell
was lightened and strengthened
with a safety devices rollcage,
suspension is Bilstein.
The specification of the car
hasn’t really changed at all since
I built it, my hope in selling it to
Matt was that he could develop it
further, which I’m sure he will.”
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THE
FUTURE.
NOT C ONTENT TO REST
ON THEIR LAURELS
MATT Y ELUDES TO WHAT
IS NEXT IN THE OFF
SEASON…
“Next plans for the car are to
update it with some modern
improvements and general
upgrades over winter.
The car drives itself so well already
I need to be careful not to disturb
the current formula but build upon
it further.
Since sheering the VWMS diff
on the practice day I have been
struggling with the gearbox ratios
so a new diff will go into a close
ratio box for next year so I can
hopefully keep the engine in the
torque band for longer.
The body has seen some action
this year, mainly due to my lack of
experience combined with racing
incidents, so that is going back
to bare metal to repair damage,
strengthen and lighten further where
possible. Some additional geometry
will be made adjustable too.
A part of this process is to replace
the wiring and gauges with a single
loom and LCD dash also.
I have looked at various engine
upgrades and ideas but the
majority would add weight and
potentially spoil the current
balance of the car so instead I
want to modernise the superb
engine Jon built to hopefully
increase reliability and low down
torque. Without giving too much
away the engine will be upgraded
with a modern fuel injection
system, mapped ignition and

exhaust/ intake system to match.
I don’t feel the car needs any
further power because it will push
the car past the usable limitations
of grip but I have learnt that in my
first year that reliability is very
important so that is my focus.”

With so much machine in build Matty has his sights on
expanding his race calendar to utilise it …
“The CDMC 2021 championship was my first time in
a competition car so I’ve still got a lot to learn before
taking any more challenges on than the CDMC 2022
AX championship. However, I would like to try the car in
rally cross as it looks as exciting as Autocross but with
added surface variation. This will be largely dependent
on funds and time spent between motorcycling
competition which also absorbs much of the former.
Other than that I am very aware that I just need a lot
more practice as I appreciate that being the newcomer
this year, pretty much ever other competitor has a lot
more experience than myself, so hopefully some more
time behind the wheel should help my driving improve
in order to make the most of the Mk1’s fantastic ability.”
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CDMC
SPONSORSHIP
WE WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPOR TUNI T Y
TO AGAIN THANK OUR SEASON SPONSOR S.

J & M Oils | A NE family owned and run Oil recycling
business look forward to supporting CDMC in 2021.

CDMC
2022
NEXT SEASON!
So, as we close out a successful 2021
season we now have the provisional
dates for 2022.
As always location will be confirmed
closer to each date but they are all in
close proximity to Ponteland.

Northern Consultancy Co. | A global events
management company with personal interests in
grassroots sports.

Segero. | A UK wide IT Consultancy and Services
company, will continue into 2021 as an event sponsor,
supporting CDMC financially and logistically in their
efforts to bring back grass roots motorsport.
INTERESTED IN SEEING YOUR BRAND INVOLVED IN
THE DEVELOPMENT OF GRASSROOTS MOTORSPORT?

So, 2022 looks like this…

10TH APRIL

FUNDAY

22ND MAY

ROUND 1

19TH JUNE

ROUND 2

31ST JULY

ROUND 3

18TH SEPT

ROUND 4/5

1 6TH OCT

ROUND 6

We look forward to a bigger and better
season next year!

If anyone is interested then please get in touch with
either Steve Liddle, Wayne Coakley or Simon Tappin
to discuss further:
stevenliddle@ymail.com
waynecoakley1979@gmail.com
simon.tappin@gmail.com
CDMC has 70 direct members and a reach of over
1100 members on our social media following.
Contact us today to discuss.
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AUTOCROSS
GUIDE
FOR NEWC OMER S

AS 2021 PROGRESSED THERE WERE MORE
NEW FACES AND INCREASED INTEREST IN HOW
PEOPLE CAN ACCESS AUTOCROSS AS THEIR
STARTING POINT IN MOTORSPORT.
OUR VERY OWN SIMON TAPPIN GIVES
NEWCOMERS AN OUTLINE OF THE SPORT OF
AUTOCROSS AND HOW THEY CAN EASILY GE T
INVOLVED… WITH MINIMAL INVESTMENT!

WHAT IS AUTOC ROSS?

WHAT DOES I T C OST?

“Autocross is real Grass Roots Motorsport, making it
accessible, and affordable to anyone who is interested
in trying their hand at a motorsport discipline.

“Like all Motorsport you can spend as little or as
much as you want to be competitive in your class,
but Autocross in the CDMC format is aimed at trying
to keep competitor costs down. Depending on your
mechanical skillset, you can build a car for around
£1200 and be competitive, or you find/buy a prebuilt
car for sometimes a similar price. Club membership
and Motorsport UK race license is currently free, as the
club try to keep costs down for competitors.

The track is typically a grass or stubble field and
800m+ long. You compete in heats of 3 laps, in either
a multi start 4 abreast grid format or singular start
format, against the clock. Your two best heat times
are added together to give you an overall position.
We typically run 3 to 4 heats prior to the final’s
dependant on entry and event format.
If you’re in a car with a roll cage, in the top 16 after
the heats and opt to run, you are then placed into
one of four grids for the finals. In the finals you start 4
abreast, over four laps, and your result dictates your
final overall position of the day. This means in the finals
the competition is close and thrilling, as you are with
4 drivers in or around you that have set very similar
times during the heats.
The discipline is non-contact but it doesn’t mean the
competition isn’t close or exciting. Typically in the finals
we’ve seen cars finish within 1 second of each other.”

Entry per event is per driver and is £75. So, your event
costs are minimal (just add fuel) you could potentially
buy a car, apply for your licenses and be competing for
£1300. Realistically if you don’t have the safety gear
(helmet and overalls) or a tow car you have to factor
those in of course.”

WHERE CAN I RAC E?
“Currently we are using fields/sites around
Northumberland in the North East of England. The club
website www.cdmc.club is the oracle for information on
up-and-coming events and how to compete and enter.”
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It goes without saying that
none of our events would
be possible without the
volunteers who sacrifice
their time and energy.
At each event a team of dedicated
helpers are instrumental in the
course set up, take down and safe
running of the course for all involved.

OUR C HIEF MAR SHALL AND MAN IN C ONTROL
OF THE BIG STAR T LIGHT BUTTON IS JOHN KERR.

We would not only like to take
this opportunity to again thank
those who have helped previously
but to look forward to 2022 and
encourage new faces to come
along and get involved.

IS
THE
NEW
HOW HAS YOUR YEAR
BEEN JOHN?
My season has been brilliant, slow to
start with, but WOW what a round 4,
everything else has been great.
FUNNIEST THING YOU’VE SEEN
THIS YEAR?
Well, that has to be Lee Valentine…
on the start line ready to go and
took off backwards!
HIGHLIGHTS?
Just an amazing season all round
with a brilliant group of friends,
thanks to all who took part, drivers,
CDMC staff & can’t thank all the
volunteer marshals enough.
Roll on 2022 season.

WE QUIZZED JOHN ABOUT HIS YEAR ON THE STAR T LINE.
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MEMBERS
CORNER
MIC HAEL AND CALLUM LAWSON

WALKING THROUGH THE AUTOCROSS PITS YOU WILL NO DOUBT COME
ACROSS A FATHER SON TEAM FURIOUSLY PREPPING THEIR CARS… A
TEAM IN THE PITS BUT ALWAYS KEEN TO BATTLE OUT ON COURSE.
MIC HAEL AND CALLUM LAWSON ARE A FIRM FIXTURE AT CDMC
EVENTS AND WE WANTED TO GE T AN INSIGHT IN TO WHAT DRIVES
THEIR ENTHUSIASM.
THE PAIR PILOT SOME EXTENSIVELY PREPPED C I TROEN C2 CAR S YE T
CAN ALWAYS BE FOUND FURIOUSLY SPANNERING AWAY IN THE PI TS
AT EAC H MEE T… PERFECTION DOESN’T C OME EASY. SO WHAT HAVE
PERHAPS THE HARDEST WORKING PAIR IN CDMC AUTOC ROSS GOT
TO SAY FOR THEMSELVES.

MIC HAEL LAWSON

CALLUM LAWSON
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WHAT BROUGHT YOU
TO AUTOC ROSS?

I was about 15-16 years old as a
road going toy! The car was used
on the road, I used it on L plates
and learned how to drive in it even,
driving it up and down the country
to college on the best selection
of B roads.

MIC HAEL: Getting involved in
Autocross has all come about by
chance really. During covid, a few
people started organising fun days
where you could basically “run
what you brung” and they were a
great laugh. I met Simon Tappin
and Jon Olds at these events and
from there I got more involved
with up and coming events. I had
a car available that was suitable
and have gradually come to the
conclusion that Rallying (which is
where my Motorsport involvement
has been for many years) is too
expensive and rule-bound.
Autocross has been a stomping
ground for many rally drivers
down the years and though I knew
nothing about it (other than racing
round and round a field) I thought it
would be good fun. Another reason
was to get my Son, Callum into a
car and racing....though this may
have backfired as he keeps going
quicker than me!
CALLUM: What brought me to
autocross was quite honestly my
father, if it wasn’t for his help
and his commitment to getting
me and himself out there I don’t
think I’d have started competing
so first of all I’d just like to thank
him! But I came to autocross after
attending a fun day that was
organised by the Mawsons and
shortly after learned about the
start of the CDMC Fun days where
there were no timed runs, just for
fun! Great for learning the basics
of the balance of driving on the
limit! Which subsequently lead to
entering the rounds of the 2021
CDMC Autocross Series!

We had plans of possibly doing
auto tests or road rally’s in the car
but the plans never surfaced. Years
went by, the car stood still and
the iron oxidisation became the
cars main characteristic, obviously
with no MOT and no road-going
opportunity with the car the
autocross seemed like a perfect
end of life for the car.

WE SEE A LOT OF C I TROEN
C2 AND YOU BOTH USE THEM,
WHY?
MICHAEL: I had a C2 vts sat at
home that hadn’t moved for 3 or
4 years. It was re-commissioned
with standard spec parts for the
fun days and was the obvious
choice to develop for autocross.
It wasn’t chosen, It was just sat
doing nothing. Callum and I were
double entering the car but we
kept breaking it. Many driveshafts
and engine mounts later, I decided
I would buy another C2 for myself
and build myself an autocross
car. It also made sense in terms
of running 2 cars the same so
we didn’t need to carry lots of
different spares.

So that is why I have used this car,
not because I like it, not because
I want to see the end of the poor
thing but because it was right
there, waiting to be raced!
The first event I had ever done in it
was the first time it turned a wheel
in almost 6 years! But countless
engines, gearboxes, clutches,
driveshafts, engine mounts later,
she lives on!

The C2 VTS is readily available,
cheap, parts are widely available
and cheap and it has a reasonable
turn of speed in standard form to
get you started. Once you are used
to working on them and swearing in
French, they’re pretty good!
CALLUM: My weapon of choice
is the trusty old Citroen C2 VTS,
a tried and tested rally and rallycross platform. Although this was
not by choice may I note, my
father had owned the car since
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WOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE
BOTH LOVER S OF THE NIGHT
BEFORE AN EVENT MAJOR CAR
WORKS?
MIC HAEL: Lastminute.com… It
always seems to work out that
we have cars in lots of bits the
day before an event and even
finishing them on Sunday mornings
at the meetings....this is a habit we
definitely need to get out of. You
end up knackered on race day...
CALLUM: And to answer the
question of if I love a night before
complete strip and rebuild, the
short answer is no ;(

HOW HAS YOUR YEAR BEEN?
MIC HAEL: This year has been a
learning curve. Trying to develop
2 cars, trying different things with
the cars, tyres, driving techniques
and so on. There is a definite skill
to getting quick times on the fields,
even the difference in the grass
and stubble surfaces were
a surprise and how the tyres
worked on them for example.
I’m encouraged that my car is
coming along but also that it has
some way to go to compete at the
sharp end of the super competitive
class 4. Callum and I have had
a couple of class awards, some
good times and some good overall
positions. For newbies, starting
the year with a bog standard car,
we cant complain!
CALLUM: The year has been
hectic to say the least, problems
with the car at pretty much every
single event, silly working schedules
of what has typically been 24hrs
before the event carrying out
extensive rebuilds often rolling
over to the morning of the event
so it has had its downs but the
ups from this year have overruled
the downs for certain. The growth
of the series throughout the

year has really stood to be the
biggest positive/achievement for
not myself but the whole scene
in general! Growing up my only
real dream was to race cars. I
never really had a career path or
another idea of what I wanted to
do with my life. Once I realised
you have to be brought up with a
considerably wealthy family to race
cars I turned to trying my hand
at building them and I still hadn’t
quite come to terms with the fact
that I could possibly never be able
to compete as a professional or
even compete as a hobby because
of financial backing but this series
has taught me that you really don’t
have to have the money or look
professional at all to compete in
motorsport! I know that may sound
like I am talking down on Autocross
but this is not the case at all, I have
loved this years season because
it has given me an entrance into
the racing scene and a fairly action
packed entrance at that. All you
need is a banger car, a helmet
and some gardening gloves!

But if there is a problem, it needs
to be addressed! I think I just need
to prioritise the little red baguette
a little more in future!
Thank you to all of the organisers,
Marshall’s, paramedics and officials
for making this year such a great
introduction into the world of
affordable motorsport and I will look
forward to seeing you all next year!
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HOW
MANY
PROJECTS
IS ENOUGH?
CLUB AND COMMITTEE
MEMBER PAUL ERRINGTON
TALKS ABOUT HIS
OBSESSION WITH OLD
FRENCH HOT HATCHES.

How many projects is enough?
It started with a desire to own
again a car that I loved in my
youth and that has always held
a special place in my heart… the
Renault 5 Turbo.
A few years back a good car
was found but while that was in
bodywork a few more showed up.
The little French hedge missiles
are an icon of the true hot hatch
era when boost lag could be
measured with a calendar and
you could steer the front end
with the throttle as much as the
wheel. Mod cons were electric
windows and nobody thought
airbags, power steering or ABS
would ever be needed.

CDMC 2021 AUTOCROSS
PRESENTATION AWARDS NIGHT

LOCATION: TDMC CLUB HOUSE
DATE: 4TH DECEMBER 2021
TIME: 7.30PM - 11.00PM
TICKET PRICE: £10 PP

The CDMC 2021 Autocross Series Presentation
night will be hosted at the TDMC Club House on
the 4th of December.
There will be a food (buffet), class, overall and
individual awards presentation and a bar. We
only have 30-35 person capacity so act quickly
to order your ticket and avoid disappointment.
Starts 7.30pm until 11pm, tickets for the
Presentation Night are £10 per person, paid in
advance only via the club website see: https://
cramlingtondistrictmotorclubcdmc.wordpress.com/
cdmc-2021-awards-night-4th-of-december-2021/
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THE
LAST WORD
Well, what a season that
was! Casting my mind
back to a chat in a pub
3 years ago to today the
Club and the sport has
come a long, long way
from where it was.
That is down to the Officials,
Marshals, Competitors and
Sponsors that made it happen
against quite a few odds. We now
boast over 162 registered club
members for 2021, that is quite
staggering. This year in numbers
for the 2021 season across 5
events we had 130 individual
entries, 108 car outings, and over
102 marshal/official’s postings.
If you rewind back to the start of
the year, in which we saw many
other motorsport events not run
due to Covid19, it’s a miracle we
were able to persevere with the
Autocross Series with the oversight
and controls that were forced upon
us by outside factors.
April saw the club run the 2021
CDMC Open day on the 18th of
April. 26 Drivers, in 19 different
cars, 14 Marshals came together
on a grass field outside Ponteland
to test the clubs capabilities, allow
potential Autocross competitors
try their cars out, and for club
members to do something
“motorsportery” after a winter
locked down by government
restrictions. It laid the seed
for the proposed 2021 CDMC
Autocross Season and was
a great taster event.

With the Funday being a litmus test for the season Round 1 of the CDMC
2021 Autocross Series was announced for 9thof May. The organising
team behind the scenes went to work liaising with MSUK and putting the
lessons from the Funday into action. This time 21 drivers in 17 cars set off
the season supported by 20 marshals and officials. For the first event run
in 3 years things went incredibly smoothly and feedback was incredible.
Everyone complied to the local restrictions being enforced upon us and
the world seemed more normal for a day. Due to covid we still couldn’t
welcome back spectators which was frustrating but just the way it was.
Drivers reported back that they thoroughly enjoyed the day and some
had some suggestions that were fed into Round 2.
Then came Round 2, which in all honesty was a bit of a false start.
Originally scheduled for June it was delayed and rescheduled for July
25th. This was mainly to give competitors more time to take a breath
and prep their cars and it paid off. This round was again held on a grass
field outside Ponteland. For Round 2 we saw 23 drivers in 19 cars and
supported by 23 Marshals and Officials. Again, a solid event, lots of action,
but a safe, smooth operation and friendly atmosphere continued. There
was also a notable build in the feel of competition coming through, and
drivers from the past and new faces were starting to appear. Matt Fithon
was starting to emerge from the driver pack as the man to beat, and his
contenders were pulling out all the stops to catch him (namely John Gee,
Wayne Coakley and Callum Lawson).
TDMC tried their best to hold an Autocross in our planned break month
of August, but unfortunately due to multiple factors and timing the event
didn’t run. This was not for the want of trying and the sheer amount of
effort a CDMC and TDMC club member Jon Olds put in. Frustrating as
this was lessons were learnt and we pushed on.
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Round 3 saw a new field and a
switch to stubble on the 19th of
September, also it became known
as the “sleeping dog” or “baby
dinosaur” track. Spectators were
also welcomed back by the clubs
offer of free admission. It was a
dry day and lead to some fast
action. The feedback from this
event was spectacular and the
entry boasted 28 drivers in
25 different cars, supported by
25 Officials and Marshals. Drivers
loved the track and surface so
much and the event again was
a big step forward. Again, a safe
fun day was had by all, and the
competitive element was there
for all to see. Drivers were pushing
and jockeying for positions all day
and it was a delight to be involved
with. This was also a learning
experience for many, having gotten
a little to use to the grass field.
The switch to stubble was an eye
opener for many in a positive or
negative way and lessons were
learn. For the club it was a big step,
meaning we firstly had to plan and
lay out a massive field (1.1km), and
deal with more red tape with the
reintroduction of spectators.
The season finale Round 4 was
held on the same stubble field
in slightly different conditions.
The dry dust of Round 3 gave
way to typical Northumberland
weather in the build-up week,
with torrential down pours of
the previous Tuesday and light
showers for the rest of the week
meant a damp/moist start on the
Sunday. This didn’t stop a record
32 drivers in 28 different cars,
and 20 Marshals/Officials giving
seasons closing event a damn good
go. The track dubbed the “Jimmy
Hill Crocodile” got progressively
faster as conditions dried and the
driver found grip. The racing was
also very close throughout the day.
Again, free spectator entry drew a
large crowd to watch events unfold.

The times under the watchful eyes of the events crew tumbled as drivers
tried their best to close out the year on a high. Unfortunately, two drivers
both in competitive times found out that the track can bite back, in
separate incidents, and our unused medics all season had something
to do. This also tested our organisational skills and responsiveness, and
everybody acted as expect under the watchful eyes of the MSUK Steward
(as per normal this year). One occurred in a heat and the other in a final,
both being ok after the team had done their checks. Massive tick in the
box for the officials and the clubs pre-event planning meant the day was
smoothly run even with the curve balls that can occur. The competition
and competitiveness of the day was incredibly close, with one final being
decided by 10ths of a second. The event closed the season out fittingly
and everybody was happy with the outcome.

As the Competition Secretary for 2021 I’d like to say a
massive thank you to all Marshalls, Officials, Drivers and
Sponsors (Northern.cc, J&M Oils, and Segero) for their help
and support this season. The club will now go into planning
mode for next season and announcements on event dates
will be made in due course for the 2022 season. Keep an eye
on the club website www.cdmc.club for more information.
PS if anyone has any suggestions for 2022 or fields/venues
we should consider please feel free to email me via
Simon.tappin@gmail.com
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